About Mul-T-Lock

Premium Protection System

For close to 40 years Mul-T-Lock has been designing, manufacturing, marketing and distributing
innovative high security locking solutions to people, places and organizations globally. Adhering
to the world’s most stringent standards, Mul-T-Lock high security solutions are at work on every
continent, in nearly 100 countries, and securing over 100 million users. Using advanced and patented
technologies, Mul-T-Lock stays a step ahead of the market by anticipating customers’ security and
operational needs. As a member of the ASSA ABLOY Group, and with availability through over
20,000 authorized and trained service centers, customers rely on Mul-T-Lock to provide proven,
proactive and protective high security locking platforms.

www.mul-t-lock.com
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Advanced Triple Mechanism Technology
Mul-T-Lock’s patented MT5®+ cylinder platform integrates
three advanced technologies for enhanced security and
heightened key control.

Robust Master Keying Capabilities
The MT5+ supports large and complex master key systems, incorporating
hierarchy and matrix requirements, even within the same suite.
The MT5+’s milled pattern can be used to create exclusive keyways, providing
users with the flexibility they need, to meet their specific needs.

As leader in High Security locking systems, Mul-T-Lock’s MT5+ platform is designed for
improved protection, flexibility and convenience.
With backwards compatibility, your MT5 customers can easily and comfortably migrate to
MT5+ at their own pace - giving you the opportunity to expand your offering to them.

The KC5® Key Cutting Machine

MT5+ provides a combination of protective elements to create triple mechanism locking:

The smart KC5 Key-cutting Machine pushes the boundaries with electronic control and self-calibration.

• Extra security — A powerful locking bar mechanism interacts with unique horizontal finger
pins for enhanced security.

Build long-lasting customer relationships with the KC5’s latest upgrades:

• Advanced configuration — Leveraging Mul-T-Lock’s well-honed telescopic pin technology,
MT5+ enjoys the latest generation of this field-proven mechanism.
•

Patented protection — The Alpha Spring, a patented mobile interacting spring sits at the key’s
tip and engages a unique pin at the rear of the mechanism, creating an additional shearline.

Advanced Key Control
Your customers can rest assured that the maximum effort is being made to reduce
unauthorized key duplication. The MT5+ secure-key system is enabled through a unique
key authorization magnetic strip card. Only when the magnetic key card is presented to
dedicated MT5+ locksmiths, whose KC5 key cutting machine is authorized for this profile,
can the required key code be configured.
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• Automatic cutting — With Mul-T-Lock’s MASTERpiece Masterkey Software interface, you’ll
be able to automatically cut large series of MT5+ keys, easily and conveniently.
• Onsite engraving — Now you’ll be able to perform engraving with an add-on kit allowing
you to offer and deliver more to your customers and faster.
• Create a hub — If you have more than one branch, you can connect them remotely to your
KC5 via card readers. This will enable you to have cards swiped at your other locations and
transmitted to the KC5 for key cutting.
• Easy, fast and efficient — Featuring a new innovative operating system, the KC5 is simple
to use and can handle keys for all Mul-T-Lock cylinder systems, including MT5+. And with
MT5+’s magnetic key-control cards, your customers will have the duplication protection they
want, which only authorized Mul-T-Lock locksmiths can give.
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a - Mul-T-Lock telescopic pin technology
b - Side bar locking mechanism with unique
horizontal finger pins
c - Patented mobile interacting Alpha Spring

